
MIGUELISTS AND LIBERALS

The terms “Miguelists” and “Liberals” (or “Constitutionalists”) stem from the political divisions
of the late 1820s and early 1830s when Dom Pedro and Dom Miguel were fighting their War of the
Two Brothers over the throne of Portugal. However the terms also came to carry further meanings
later in the nineteenth century.

The Miguelists were, of course, the followers of Dom Miguel who usurped the throne in
1828 from his niece, Maria da Glória (Dona Maria II). The political ideology behind the Miguelists
was the concept of absolutism, of the monarch ruling the country (through various ministers and
secretaries) by himself, making all the final decisions, without recourse to any assembly of the
population, not even the old three-estate Cortes (nobles, church, and people or municipalities).
Dom Miguel himself also embodied the image of the traditional monarch – determined, decisive,
an active military leader, displaying the ceremonial trappings of a true king. Most of his supporters
lived in the countryside.

The Liberals saw themselves in the tradition of late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-
century enlightenment, emphasizing freedom of expression and assembly (and worship), equality
before the law, unencumbered by the old feudal relationships and dues. They also saw the nation
as being the expression of the “people” (or the “people and the monarch”), with a representative
assembly participating in the government, if not leading it. Such an assembly would be set up by
a written constitution, which would define the structures and the powers of the various elements
(Cortes, monarch, judiciary). The liberals were, for the most part, concentrated in Porto and Lisbon
and a few other smaller cities.

Dom Pedro, after he had abdicated the emperorship of Brazil in 1831, assembled forces in
Europe and moved to set up a new government in the Açores, and then to invade mainland
Portugal. An avowed liberal, he introduced (by edict) reforms to the Portuguese government,
judiciary, church, and society, and thus was supported in his fight with his brother by the
traditional liberals, many of whom had gone into exile under Dom Miguel.

With the victory of Dom Pedro’s forces in 1834, Dom Miguel went into exile, and the
Miguelist army was disbanded. But resentment by Dom Miguel’s supporters remained, and the
governments of Done Maria II were constantly worried about an insurrection, or a return by Dom
Miguel to take back the throne. But Miguelism came to mean not just the return of Dom Miguel
and an absolute monarchy, but the traditional conservatism of the countryside for whom the
liberal reforms were irrelevant at best, or unnecessarily hindering their way of life at worst.

While there was no large scale uprising nor invasion by the Miguelists during Dona Maria’s
reign, they were constantly agitating against the government. During the Mara da Fonte
disturbances of 1846-47 the Miguelists took advantage of the situation to stage a small comeback.
Forces under Ranald MacDonell (former commander-in-chief of Dom Miguel’s army in 1833)
moved from Spain into the Upper Douro region. But the government forces defeated them in
December 1846 and MacDonell himself was killed in a skirmish in January 1847. This was the last
serious military threat by the supporters of Dom Miguel who soon moved to Bavaria and the
Duchy of Baden where he married and had children.

“Miguelism” continued as a conservative ideology, but in the end conservatism came to
be expressed in a variety of other political groupings under the constitutional regime which lasted
into the twentieth century. The last part of the nineteenth-century was more taken up with
challenges to the crown by republicans, than by supporters of the Dom Miguel line of the
Bragancian family.
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